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Section 120 of the Australian Act requires that where the owner and exclusive licensee have 
concurrent rights of action for an infringement, and one brings the action, the applicant may not 
proceed (without leave of the court) unless the other is joined in the action or added as a 
defendant. The remainder of §501 of the US Act contains the (different) US version of this 
provision: The court may require such owner to serve written notice of the action with a copy of 
the complaint upon any person shown, by the records of the Copyright Office or otherwise, to 
have or claim an interest in the copyright, and shall require that such notice be served upon any 
person whose interest is likely to be affected by a decision in the case. The court may require the 
joinder, and shall permit the intervention, of any person having or claiming an interest in the 
copyright. 
 
It appears that the US legislation does not have an equivalent of section 119, which essentially 
gives the exclusive licensee the same rights in the works and to remedies for infringements thereof 
as the owner. 
 
ASCAP, by agreement with its members, holds “all the rights and remedies for enforcing the 
copyright or copyrights of such musical works, whether such copyrights are in the name of the 
owners and/or others, as well as the right to sue under such copyrights in the name of the society 
and/or in the name of the owner and/or others, to the end that the society may effectively protect 
and be assured of all the rights hereby granted.” By agreeing with those who have standing to sue 
for infringement to be exclusively able to bring claims for infringement, ASCAP appears to 
circumvent the requirement that the applicant must be the owner of the infringed works – it is the 
exclusive owner of the right to initiate proceedings. ASCAP is technically not the applicant, the 
owners are. The owners just have no say about (nor, necessarily, notice of) the fact that 
proceedings are initiated in their names. APRA notes that Dr Leeming SC queries whether this 
right exists under Australian law. 
 
ASCAP’s usual practice is to bring proceedings against infringers, much as APRA does. 
However, the originating process lists only the owners, being the writers and the publishers. 
Below is a screenshot of an extract of a sample Complaint, which does not name ASCAP but does 
name owners such as Bruce Springsteen. 
 

 
ASCAP is able to conduct the proceedings, but ASCAP members must bring the claim. 
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By US statute, a court is empowered to require an owner to serve written notice of the action with 
a copy of the complaint upon any person shown to have or claim an interest in the copyright, but 
doing so is not mandatory unless the person’s interest is likely to be affected by a decision in the 
case (§501(b) of the US Act). Infringement litigation by collecting societies does not call into 
question an owner’s interest in the owner’s work; it only enforces an owner’s right to seek a 
licence for dealings with the work. Therefore, strictly speaking, a collecting society’s members 
need not be notified of any claim brought on their behalf. The member agrees upon executing the 
membership agreement that ASCAP in its sole judgment may join the member or others in whose 
names the copyright may stand, as parties, plaintiff or defendants in suits or proceedings. The 
result is the following: an American collecting society is entitled to expose its members to the 
risks of litigation, but does not – unless a court happens to elect to order it – need to notify the 
member of the litigation. Accordingly, as a product of the consent obtained as part of a pro forma 
membership agreement, generally given in a context other than one of pending litigation, a US 
collecting society may institute proceedings in the name of its members.  
 
This can lead to severe difficulties in the ability to enforce copyright, and ones that are 
immediately visible if we compare APRA’s ability to enforce its members’ rights to that of its US 
counterparts. By being made a party to proceedings, an APRA member would be exposed to a 
number of risks including that of failed litigation and extensive costs and discovery orders.  
 
There are also considerable public-relations concerns that must be taken into account. In February 
2010, reports emerged of Bruce Springsteen suing a New York pub, Connolly’s Pub & 
Restaurant. Springsteen published a statement, declaring that he did not know about the lawsuit: 
“ASCAP was solely responsible for naming Bruce Springsteen as a plaintiff in the lawsuit. Bruce 
Springsteen had no knowledge of this lawsuit, was not asked if he would participate as a name 
plaintiff, and would not have agreed to do so if he had ben asked. Upon learning of this lawsuit 
this morning, Bruce Springsteen’s representatives demanded the immediate removal of his name 
from the lawsuit.” Springsteen’s lawyers had his name removed from the claim, leaving his co-
writer as the sole plaintiff. It is entirely foreseeable that, in a similar case, but where there is no 
co-writer, or a co-writer that shared Springsteen’s concerns, the litigation would have collapsed. 
Having to litigate in the personal name of an individual songwriter impedes the ability of a 
collecting society to enforce its members’ rights. Moreover, Springsteen’s concerns 
notwithstanding, it is clear that ASCAP did not do anything that it was not entitled to do, or 
anything that deviates from its typical operations. Annexed to this document is an article that 
comprehensively reports the story: Ben Sheffner, ‘Born to Sue: Bruce Springsteen’s lame effort to 
back out of a copyright lawsuit’, Slate New York, 9 February 2010.’ 
 
The Springsteen situation is an example of one of the difficulties that may arise in an environment 
of non-exclusive licensing, especially with respect to member- and public-relations. It also raises a 
further issue of principle. Generally speaking, infringement actions arise when an entity performs 
a vast range of music without taking a licence. By way of example, APRA may litigate against a 
nightclub that operates each night without a licence, despite APRA’s demands (often over the 
course of many years) that a licence agreement be entered into. During the course of the 
nightclub’s infringements, many hundreds, if not thousands, of works will be performed without 
authorisation. APRA will obtain evidence of a sample of the works infringed, and cite those works 
as evidence of infringement. Individuals who happen to hold rights in the small sample of songs 
arbitrarily collected on one occasion during a lengthy period of infringement might object to being 
the face of an infringement suit, particularly against a small establishment, for public-relations  
reasons, or from fear of being ‘blacklisted’ by the venue. It is also logistically difficult, for reasons 
APRA has previously submitted. But a collecting society placing the burden of enforcing the 
blanket licence model on a few members is also unprincipled. The defence of the society’s rights 
to insist on users entering into blanket licences should be the burden of the entire membership, not 
the handful of owners who happen to control the works in the sample of evidence collected for the 
procedural requirements of the proceedings. The way to best spread the burden of enforcement 
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across the entire membership, which is how it should most appropriately be arranged, is for the 
society to litigate in its own name, without co-plaintiff songwriters.  

Finally, it should be noted that it is not necessarily the case that a non-exclusive regime in the US 
was in response to, or motivated by, any antitrust concerns. The US collecting societies are 
certainly shaped by the Consent Decrees that were promulgated in the 1940s under the Sherman 
Act. At the time of the various changes to the unique system in which the US collecting societies 
operate, deals (in particular, “at source” licences) had already been struck between owners and 
consumers, and these agreements would have been jeopardised by the requirement that collecting 
societies are assigned the rights in a work. The US creative marketplace was far more advanced 
than that of Australia at the corresponding time, and it was a more pressing concern to protect 
already existing agreements and business practices. APRA attaches a useful exposition of the 
history of the environment in which the US collecting societies have operated: Professor John M. 
Kernochan, ‘Collective Administration of Authors’ Rights: Music Performing Rights 
Organizations in the United States of America: Special Characteristics; Restraints; and Public 
Attitudes’, 10(3) Law & The Arts, (1986). 
 
It is important to not confuse an historical anomaly relevant to one jurisdiction, on the one hand, 
with an ideological effort to protect the benefits had by competition, on the other. 
 
Conclusion 
 
Considering all the ramifications of a non-exclusive licensing regime, it should be noted that there 
is little to be gained by instituting one. The principal competitive benefit had by causing APRA to 
hold its members’ rights non-exclusively is that it would allow for consumers to deal directly with 
APRA’s members. But consumers are already able to deal directly with owners by virtue of 
APRA’s licence-back, opt out and resignation facilities. In particular, the licence back facility 
delivers the benefits of non-exclusivity, but without any of its detriments. A non-exclusive 
licensing regime would devastate APRA’s ability to enforce its members’ rights, and would 
provide no perceptible benefit to the marketplace. 
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Bruce Springsteen
backs out of a
copyright lawsuit.
By Ben Sheffner | Posted Tuesday,
Feb. 9, 2010, at 2:41 PM
| Posted Tuesday, Feb. 9, 2010, at
2:41 PM Slate.com

Born To
Sue

Bruce Springsteen's lame effort to
back out of a copyright lawsuit.

It

was a classic piece of music industry
journalism: Rapacious Big Music
beats up on hapless Little Guy, with
The Artist, who just wants to make
ars gratia artis, caught in the middle.

This time, Big Music was ASCAP, the
American Society of Composers,
Authors, and Publishers, which
collects licensing royalties for
songwriters, composers, and music
publishers. The Little Guy was a
humble Irish bar called Connolly's
Pub & Restaurant. And The Artist was
none other than New Jersey's own
"rock & roll working-class hero,"
Bruce Springsteen.

As first reported by the New York
Daily News  The Boss sued
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